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MariaDB and MySQL Common Table Expressions and Window Functions RevealedApress, 2017

	Walk away from old-fashioned and cumbersome query approaches and answer your business intelligence questions through simple and powerful queries built on common table expressions (CTEs) and window functions. These new features in MariaDB and MySQL help you to write queries without having to wade through a quagmire of brittle self-joins and...
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PMP Exam Prep, Eighth Edition - Updated: Rita's Course in a Book for Passing the PMP ExamRMC Publications, 2015

	This book has been FULLY updated to reflect PMI's changes to the PMP Exam Content Outline dated June 2015, and is intended for all PMP exams taken AFTER November 1st, 2015. If you are taking the PMP exam on or before November 1st of 2015, please contact the Publisher.


	Can you imagine valuing a book so much that you...
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C++ Toolkit for Engineers and ScientistsSpringer, 1999

	This concise guide covers the fundamental aspects of the numerical analysis, basing upon it the construction of its routines for solving nonlinear equations, linear and nonlinear systems of equations, and eigenvalue problems. Focusing on software development, this book emphasizes software tools, OOP techniques for handling vectors, polynomials,...
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Understanding Game Application Development: With Xamarin.Forms and ASP.NETApress, 2018

	
		
			Learn to build a simple data-driven mobile game application using the power of Xamarin.Forms, ASP.NET, the Web API, and SignalR with this short book. In it you will build a cross-platform mobile application that targets both iOS and Android, connect your app with your database using Entity Framework, and implement real-time...
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Secret Recipes of the Python Ninja: Over 70 recipes that uncover powerful programming tactics in PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Test your Python programming skills by solving real-world problems

	
		Key Features

		
			Access built-in documentation tools and improve your code.
	
			Discover how to make the best use of decorator and generator functions
	
			Enhance speed and improve concurrency by...
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Topographical Tools for Filtering and Segmentation 1: Watersheds on Node- or Edge-weighted Graphs (Digital Signal and Image Processing)John Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		Mathematical morphology has developed a powerful methodology for segmenting images, based on connected filters and watersheds. We have chosen the abstract framework of node- or edge-weighted graphs for an extensive mathematical and algorithmic description of these tools.

		

		Volume 1 is devoted to watersheds. The...
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Algorithms in Java: Parts 1-4, Third EditionAddison Wesley, 2002
Sedgewick has a real gift for explaining concepts in a way that  makes them easy to understand. The use of real programs in page-size (or less)  chunks that can be easily understood is a real plus. The figures, programs, and  tables are a significant contribution to the learning experience of the reader;  they make this book...
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Moving to VB .NET: Strategies, Concepts, and Code, Second EditionApress, 2003
In this new edition of his popular title, Moving to VB .NET, Visual  Basic guru Dan Appleman not only updates the book to include coverage of changes  to VB.NET in Visual Studio 2003, but extends those areas that have proven  important to VB.Net programmers since its release. Topics such as .Net remoting,  versioning and object oriented...
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Pinnacle Liquid Edition 6 for Windows : Visual QuickPro Guide (Visual Quickstart Guides)Peachpit Press, 2004
Recipients of nine Emmy Awards for technical innovation, Pinnacle products have long been a favorite among professional broadcasters. Now, with Liquid Edition shipping on Alienware Systems new line of notebook computers (and capturing the top engineering award at the National Association of Broadcasters convention), the rest of...
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Perfect Phrases for Setting Performance Goals : Hundreds of Ready-to-Use Goals for Any Performance Plan or ReviewMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Set Effective Performance Goals for Your People--Just Look Up the Right Phrase!

In their previously published, top-selling book Perfect Phrases for Performance Reviews, Robert Bacal and Douglas Max described past employee performance. In Perfect Phrases for Setting Performance Goals,...
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Multimedia-based Instructional Design: Computer-Based Training; Web-Based Training; Distance Broadcast Training; Performance-Based Solutions, Second EditionPfeiffer, 2004
A New Edition of the Book that Turned the Training World Upside Down
Just as the groundbreaking first edition of Multimedia-Based Instructional Design offered a complete guide to designing and developing interactive multimedia training, the second edition is filled with relevant new content, automated tools on the CD-ROM, updates on standards,...
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Practical Insight into Cmmi (Artech House Computing Library)Artech House Publishers, 2004
This book provides the reader with an insight into which an activities an
organization would be engaged and what the role of each level of management
and the practitioners would be if their systems and software engineering
processes were based onCMM®IntegrationSM. It captures the essence
of each of the process areas by...
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